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A BSTRACT
TODAY ’S

INFORMATION ECONOMY DEPENDS ON THE TRANSMISSION OF DATA , VOICE AND

MULTIMEDIA ACROSS TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS .

DESPITE

NEW TECHNOLOGIES THAT

ENABLE LEGACY COPPER TELEPHONE LINES TO CARRY INFORMATION MORE EFFICIENTLY,
OPTICAL

NETWORKS

REMAIN

THE

MOST

IDEAL

MEDIUM

FOR

HIGH - BANDWIDTH

COMMUNICATIONS .

THERE ARE TWO DISTINCT TYPES OF OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS: FIBER OPTICS (FIBER- OPTIC
CABLE) AND OPTICAL WIRELESS BASED ON FREE -SPACE OPTICS (FSO) TECHNOLOGY. FOR
LONG-HAUL NETWORK DEPLOYMENTS , NOTHING IS BETTER THAN FIBER . WHEN COUPLED WITH
NEW DENSE WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEX (DWDM) TECHNOLOGIES , FIBER OPTICS IS
CAPABLE OF CARRYING INFORMATION AT 40 GBPS (GIGABITS PER SECOND). HOWEVER, FOR
MAKING CONNECTIONS OVER RELATIVELY SHORT DISTANCES IN CITIES —THE “LAST MILE”
BETWEEN THE FIBER AND THE METRO CONCENTRATION OF END -USERS —FIBER AND OPTICAL
WIRELESS OFTEN RELY ON ONE ANOTHER FOR SUCCESS . THE TWO TECHNOLOGIES NOT ONLY
COME FROM THE SAME FAMILY TREE, THEY ARE NEARLY IDENTICAL TWINS.
THE

LAST TWO DECADES HAVE SEEN HUGE INVESTMENTS IN BUILDING A GLOBAL FIBER

NETWORK CORE, LEVERAGED WITH THE PROMISE OF GENERATING INCREASED BANDWIDTH
ACCESS AND SERVICES TO MEET GROWING NEEDS .

MEETING PROJECTED BANDWIDTH NEEDS,
HOWEVER, DEPENDS ON CUSTOMERS HAVING ACCESS TO OPTICAL NETWORKS . THIS HAS YET
TO FULLY OCCUR IN THE METROPOLITAN AREAS , WHICH REMAIN A RELATIVELY UNTAPPED
BANDWIDTH ACCESS MARKET WHERE A MERE 7 PERCENT OF END -USERS ARE CONNECTED TO
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS .

FIBER OPTICS IS BEING DEPLOYED AT A MEASURED AND SUSTAINED PACE, BUT THE COST TO DO
SO IS OFTEN HIGH, THE PROCESS LONG AND THE INVESTMENT IRREVERSIBLE . CONVERSELY,
OPTICAL WIRELESS COMPLEMENTS FIBER OPTICS IN METRO NETWORKS AND LOCAL AREA
NETWORKS

(LANS) WITH CONSIDERABLY LESS EXPENSE AND FASTER DEPLOYMENT.
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I NTRODUCTION
AMID THE PERVASIVE TALK ABOUT THE PROMISES OF THE INFORMATION ECONOMY, IT ’S EASY
TO OVERLOOK THE LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES OF DELIVERING THE INFRASTRUCTURE TO ENSURE
EVERYONE IS CONNECTED —NO MATTER WHERE THEY LIVE.

PROJECTED

RAPID GROWTH IN

DEMAND FOR BANDWIDTH WILL GO WANTING WITHOUT NETWORK ACCESS , AND THE REAL
CHALLENGE IS CREATING CONNECTIONS DESPITE THE VERY REAL PHYSICAL AND ECONOMIC
OBSTACLES THAT CITIES PRESENT.

AT

ONE POINT, MANY TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY LEADERS AND TECHNOLOGY

OBSERVERS DREAMED OF AN ALL-FIBER METROPOLITAN NETWORK , BUT THIS VISION IS
IMPRACTICAL FOR SEVERAL REASONS . THE PROCESS OF LAYING FIBER IN METROPOLITAN AREAS
IS TIME CONSUMING AND PROHIBITIVELY EXPENSIVE .

O NGOING

PRESERVATION AND

RESTORATION OF FIBER - OPTIC SYSTEMS IN THE EVENT OF ACCIDENTAL DISRUPTIONS OR
NATURAL DISASTERS IS ALSO TIME - CONSUMING AND TECHNICALLY CHALLENGING , AS SERVICE
PROVIDERS MUST ADDRESS THE CONCERNS OF BANDWIDTH DEPENDENT CUSTOMERS
FRUSTRATED WITH EVERY HOUR OF LOST NETWORK ACCESS .

THAT SAID, ALL- OPTICAL FIBER
OPTIC NETWORKS, WITH THEIR HIGH-BANDWIDTH CAPACITIES, ARE PROMISING. A WORLD
COMPLETE WITH FIBER CONNECTIONS FOR ALL IS DECADES FROM REALITY. A COMBINATION OF

BROADBAND ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES PROVIDES THE MOST COST EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE
SOLUTIONS FOR ADDRESSING BOTH PRIMARY CONNECTIONS AND BACKHAUL .
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PARALLEL H ISTORIES
It may seem to telecommunications carriers and industry analysts that FSO-based products
recently appeared, like a beam of light, to the optical communications landscape. But FSO is
only new in one respect: as a solution for public and private networking challenges. FSO technology itself is older than fiber optics.
Technically, optical communications includes all forms of communications using light,
including mirror signals and lighthouses, offering a rich and storied history. The electrically
powered optical technologies referred to by the term “optical” or “electro-optical” began with
the introduction of the laser in 1960, which enabled the transmission of digital information as
pulses of light.

FREE-SPACE OPTICS
FSO technology has its roots in government applications dating back to World War I when military units and covert agencies needed secure communication systems that did not require cable
and could withstand intentional interference, also known as “radio jamming.” Portability of
these early FSO systems was a hallmark and made them particularly valuable to military personnel who needed secure communications equipment that was simple to set up, transmit information and move from location to location.
Additional optical communications developments occurred during World War II, and postwar economic restructuring led to further telecommunications technology progress. While electronics innovations such as the transistor and integrated circuits enabled post-war telecommunications progress, the laser’s launching of electro-optical communication fueled research and
development of advanced optical communications using the only medium for laser transmission
available then to military and aerospace industry physicists: the atmosphere, or “free space,”
hence the term free-space optics. Research and application of FSO continues to thrive in the
aerospace industry to this day for applications beyond commercial and private telecommunications networks.

FIBER
After 1970, the introduction of the fiber-optic cable as optical transmitter—along with the establishment of digital technology—combined to usher in a worldwide telecommunications revolution. Key among fiber’s attributes is its immunity to electrical interference (no electricity is run
through the fibers, so fiber signals do not interfere with each other); therefore, fiber can be run
in areas without regard to interference from electrical equipment. Other benefits of fiber are:
• Security. It is resistant to taps and doesn’t emit electromagnetic signals.
• Compact size. Less duct space is required for these hair-strand sized fibers.
• High-bandwidth capabilities and low attenuation. Less fading or weakening of signals occur over
long distances, which means fewer amplifiers are needed to boost the optical signals.
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Given these advantages, fiber-optic cable held the promise of revolutionizing the telecommunications sector, which was eager to build the initial fiber networks. The first practical fiber systems were deployed by the telephone industry in 1977 and consisted of multimode fiber.1 Singlemode fiber, a more recent development, was first installed by MCI in a long-haul network system that went into service in 1983.2 The result of fiber-optic cable deployment is an extensive
network of fiber crisscrossing the land. During the 1990s, the telecommunications network
capacities grew nearly 10 times as much as the traffic itself, with most of the bandwidth concentrated in dark fibers along the network backbone often inaccessible to the end-user.3 The massive investment to put optical capacity in the long-haul telecommunications network backbone
looks relatively simple compared with today’s metropolitan network challenges.
Beginning in 2000, carriers intensified their focus to building fiber-optic cable connections
between the United States’ 25 largest metropolitan areas to the nation’s long haul backbone networks. This network gap is often called the “last mile,” where only 7 percent of end-users have
access to fiber.
“Routes in cities typically run to incumbent telephone company central offices and carrier
hotels, which often are clustered together in the same areas, frequently near AT&T’s switches.
From there, they have runs to customers, data centers, Internet service providers and application
service providers.”4 While this network configuration sounds relatively simple, the logistics of
laying fiber connections in metropolitan areas are quite complicated and time-consuming.
The expense of construction and right-of-way permits for laying fiber often amounts to 20
percent of the cost of building fiber routes for networks. Moreover, the convoluted process of
obtaining permits can delay projects for 12 months to 16 months or longer. Time delays can be
created by municipal public works departments whose staff members feel a responsibility to
protect public investments in road surfaces, water mains and gas lines, plus quality of life concerns regarding noise, dust and traffic disruption during construction projects to lay fiber.

TODAY ’ S E MERGING S YNERGISTIC O PTICAL
W IRELESS /F IBER L ANDSCAPE
From rural farms to suburban hospital campuses to big city high-rise offices, high-speed network
connections must be made available everywhere people live and work if the information age is
to reach full realization. Although rural, suburban and metropolitan connections each have their
own sets of challenges; the metropolitan market is presenting the greatest difficulty for true
high-bandwidth connectivity. While some may consider an all-fiber network the ideal connectivity solution, the medium’s high-bandwidth capacity comes at a high price that is not feasible
everywhere.

1

“Just the Facts,” Corning Incorporated, 1995
The Essential Guide to Telecommunications,” Annabel Zodd, 2002
“What Ever Happened to Broadband?,” Erick Schonfeld, Business 2.0, October 2002
“The Essential Guide to Telecommunications,” Annabel Zodd, 2002
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EVOLVING INFRASTRUCTURES
Because metropolitan telecommunications network architectures—particularly those in the
United States and Western Europe—have evolved as a patchwork of technologies, communications data is often slowed by protocols translations to manage and direct high-bandwidth information through metro networks. In growing economies such as Latin America, China, and India,
the growth in bandwidth demands presents a different challenge, due to relative lack of network
infrastructure.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES
Optical wireless and fiber are the two optical technologies today that deliver high-speed optical
bandwidth to meet market needs. Their integration offers several technological advantages. First,
fiber optics and FSO-based optical wireless systems share several characteristics. Optical wireless
can use the same optical transmission wavelengths as fiber optics (850nm or 1550 nm). Optical
wireless and fiber can utilize the same system components such as lasers, receivers and amplifiers. Third, both fiber and optical wireless can transmit digital information using a range of protocols. Fourth—and critically important in meeting technological demands—optical wireless
delivers the bandwidth (Gig-E and more) necessary to complement fiber networks.

COMPLEMENTARY FUTURE
The future of the information economy depends on connectivity. Flexible networks that can
adjust to changing customer concentrations and metro environments are needed. Combining
optical wireless and fiber to create optical MANs, WANs and LANs offers the best solution to
these problems. The reward for successfully combining these two optical technologies is attainable and economically viable.

CONCLUSION
The most exciting possibilities for the future of the information economy will only be practical
and profitable when network connectivity is expanded to reach a broad customer base.
Telephone lines have this connectivity, but they don’t offer the capacity to enable true highbandwidth communications. The network fiber backbone or “core” can carry the bandwidth,
but has yet to be connected to the majority of potential users.
A new paradigm for building optical networks offers an alternative to expensive and timeconsuming fiber-only metro networks. By combining optical wireless and fiber, networks can be
built quickly and provide affordable and scalable connections to end-users, who are expected to
continue increasing demand for bandwidth.
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